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Structure and Usability



Old library website



Guide to finding information



Sections on the website



 What the users think of our services

 People want more access to journals on our website

 But we have tons!

 Can they find them?

LibQual 2006 Findings



Statistics
 Tell you what people

are using on your
website

 And what path they
take once they’re
there



 Make information more discoverable

 More organised structure

 Less jargon users don’t understand

 More consistency in presentation

 Less text heavy

 But use graphics wisely

 In other words, make the site more usable!

Why we wanted a change



What is usability?

 “Simple objects shouldn’t need signs”



Physical Signs in the Library



Physical Signs in the Library



Physical Signs in the Library



Sometimes signs are unnecessary



Complex objects do need signs
 But they should still be

designed to minimise signs

 Signs should be designed to
be simple

 Users should only see signs
when they need them

 If in doubt, ask your users



What about library websites?

 “Simple objects shouldn’t need signs”

 Design to minimise signs

 Only show signs when users need them

 Ask your users



Example: Navigation



Example: Navigation
 Use standard navigation

 Have the same navigation bar
on every page

 Put things where users expect to
find them

 We are doing a card sorting
exercise with students

 Putting “like things” together

 Naming piles of cards



Example: Library glossaries



Example: Library Glossaries

 Some good library glossaries available

 Better not to use a glossary at all

 Ask the user:

 We are surveying our users for their understanding of library
terms

 Some descriptions asking for names

 Some words asking for definitions



Example: Library guides

How to log in and find your
password

Troubleshooting guide: expect
things to go wrong



Example: Library guides

 Rather than having guides, try to make things easier to
use

 If guides are necessary, make them suitable for online
(no PDFs)

 Write guides in the user’s language



Usability for Libraries
 Every time you are tempted to hang a sign, write a

guide, or otherwise create user training materials, think:
“Can I change the system to make these materials
unnecessary?”

 If you can’t change the system when you create the
training materials think about what the user needs from
them

 Remember, library users and librarians are very
different

 If in doubt, ask your users



New website front page



 Greater reorganisation of website structure

 Address use of jargon

 Build new navigation

 Categorising all our information is a big task

 How do we categorise and prioritise information?

Next?



What about help materials?

 Often they are unnecessary

 Asking the user helps redesign

 When they are necessary, make them:

 Easy to understand

 Easy to find when needed

 Fit with how users expect to use them


